
 

Are you great at explaining and do you, like us, think technology is cool? Is there a particular technology, or 

a field in technology, that is close to your heart and that you would like to spread the knowledge about? 

Then it's you we're looking for! On May 4, 2022, we open the doors for Tech Tales 2022 at Tir Na NÓg in 

Aarhus to tribute great explanations of tech topics.

TECH TALES 2022
OPEN CALL:

A tribute to inspiring explanations of technology
 

Co-coders
#BringDiversityToTech

Definition af ‘Tech Tale': 
"An inspiring, educational and eye opening talk relating to a technical topic told in a 

simple, ordinary and understandable language."

First, send a inspiring explainer video (2-3 minutes) about your tech tale - your passionate 

area or project within tech. E.g. a tech-product / a tech-anthropologist study / a new data 

method / some new tech-ethics / or just a new interesting technology (deadline: 15. april).

Open Call - indsend Tech Tale:
Send a video that explains your work within the tech field and win the title as one of the three ‘Aarhus 

Tech-explainers 2022’. Participate by following these steps:

Second, we proclaim the three best and most 

inclusive explainers who wins the title.

Third, the three presenters take the stage with a full 15 minute tech tale at Tir Na Noq the 4. 

may.

You video will be evaluated based on your communication skills
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 Length: 2-3 min.

Language: Danish or english (rest of the evening will be in danish)

Make a recording of yourself talking to the camera

Editing of the video is not expected - but it is allowed

Shoot the video in landscape mode (on the side)

Upload through www.wetransfer.com

Send questions / the video to jonas@cocoders.dk

Your video will only be used to find explainers. The video will not be public distributed unless you approve.

Deadline: 15. april

Be creative in your storytelling

Show passion for your project / area of expertise

Remember: Explain your points and try not to use unnecessary buzzwords

Extra tip: Tease for the full version of your Tech Tale.

The three categories
(1) Blockchain teknologi

(2) Smart City teknologi

(3) Your specific area of expertise. (For everyone that does not need a frame to work within)

Who can participate?
Everyone. Researcher, student, tech-startup, developer, data specialist, Internet geek - everyone is welcome

and no particular background is needed.

Requirements and info:

Tips:

Aarhus Tech- 
Explainers 2022

Find the event "Tech Tales 2022 - en hyldest til 
inspirerende teknologi" on Facebook

Contact Jonas@cocoders.dk for questions

TECH TALES 2022

Co-coders
#BringDiversityToTech
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